Front-End Developer
Founded by seasoned tech entrepreneurs in February 2019, Founda is a young and well funded
company in the health tech & low code / no code space in Amsterdam. We are a passionate group of
creators eager to give the healthcare world the technology it requires, against a fair price. We believe
money should go to the patient care instead of expensive suppliers with even more expensive
lock-ins. Our mission is simple: we aim to make the healthcare world a better place. We plan on
achieving this goal by creating tools that allow healthcare innovators to disrupt the healthtech space
and improve the lives of billions.
We have been building a technology company using a modern stack with a small team of
self-determined developers. We are looking to grow the company with high quality people.
Our front-end stack: Vue, Vuex, Sass, Vuetify, SSR, Webpack chain, Cypress. We have various editors
that allow our users to build web pages, create logic and manage data. Combine those editors with
our “special sauce” and our users will have the power to create full blown applications. Those editors
rely a lot on techniques like drag-and-drop, data visualization and canvas. Not only are those editors
seriously challenging, but also seriously fun to work on!
This job is full-time.
You’ll be based in our Amsterdam office, in the Netherlands. Our office is bilingual, communicating
both in English and in Dutch. We are a diverse, international workplace, so anyone is welcome to
apply!
Your responsibilities:
● Build the most advanced and user friendly interfaces to let our users create serious
applications
● Complex products come with complex UX challenges. You keep challenging yourself as well
the rest of the company to keep our UX best as possible. In the future, a separate UX
designer may become part of the team as well
● Build components that will enrich our marketplace solutions
● Take your share in building and designing the next phase of the UI architecture
What We’re Looking For
● Front-end fluency. You have a strong understanding of web fundamentals and experience
with at least one major front-end framework. Also state managers hold no secrets for you.
● Clean code - You write readable, maintainable, and well-structured code
● Deploy early, deploy often — You’re skilled at first developing the minimal, most reliable
implementation, then iteratively improving it further.
● Proactive — You actively participate in delivering a quality product.
● Pride in a job done well — You don’t want to just put in your hours and tick off to-do’s; you
want your work to have a tangible, positive impact.
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What We Offer
● An opportunity to use your skills to build tools that will improve the lives of billions
●

An ambitious and motivated team in an inspiring, fast-paced international environment
with backgrounds in healthcare, payments and IT

●

Room to grow — support in developing your career and yourself

●

A pleasant work space — a laptop, a second monitor, a comfortable desk, nice private
kitchen

●

An office on the canals of Amsterdam

●

Close to Amsterdam Vijzelgracht Station

●

Equity incentive package

●

Competitive Salary

We are so excited to speak with you. Please drop us an email at hello@founda.com, subject line:
Front-End Developer.
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